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The Technology Leader in Atomic Force Microscopy

Simply the best AFMs for material science and bioscience research

Performance / Versatility / Reliability / Support
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Cypher™ and MFP-3D™ AFMs are the most versatile in the world

Discover What an Asylum AFM Can Do For You

INSIGHT UNDERSTANDING

High-Resolution Imaging
l   The Cypher makes ultra-high-

resolution imaging routine, from 
resolving atomic single point defects 
up to 30 micron scans

l   The MFP-3D offers the widest scan 
range, from atomic lattice resolution 
to 90 micron scans

Cypher: Atomic single point defects on calcite 
and DNA helix resolution.

MFP-3D: Patterned silicon, inset is a 
100 nm digital zoom from the original  
1 µm scan. Courtesy of O. Gang, BNL.

Nanomechanical and 
Thermal Properties 
l   Map sample properties including 

storage and loss moduli, stiffness, 
dissipation, adhesion, and more

l   Powerful techniques in the 
NanomechPro™ Toolkit, including 
AM-FM and Contact Resonance 
Viscoelastic Mapping modes

l   Ztherm™ enables the most sensitive 
detection of thermal transitions

AM-FM mode image of a coffee bag 
cross-section, 30 µm scan. Modulus data 
is shown overlaid on topography.

Phase images of a SEBS polymer before 
and after Ztherm was used to measure 
transition temperatures along a 3x6 grid. 

Temperature and 
Environmental Control 
l   Observe samples at controlled 

temperatures from -30 to 300°C

l   Flow gas or liquid through sealed 
sample chambers

l   Operate in harsh environments 
(solvents, acids, bases, etc.)

l   Control humidity from sub-ppm 
glovebox conditions to >98% RH Syndiotactic polypropylene heated to  

160°C, then cooled to 105°C, 80 μm scans.

Charging rate of an OPV material under 
inert conditions in a closed cell, 3 μm scan. 
Courtesy of D. Ginger, U. Washington.
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Go beyond topography to understand more about your samples

High-Resolution Imaging is Just the Beginning

INSIGHT UNDERSTANDING

Electronic Response  
of Materials 
l   Conductive AFM measures currents 

in the fA to nA range

l   Asylum is the recognized world 
leader in commercial piezoresponse 
force microscopy

l   Monitor electrochemical reactions 
in situ for corrosion, battery, and 
other research

PFM image of a BiFeO3 thin film, 
10 µm zoom of original 18 µm 
scan. Courtesy of L. Martin, UIUC.

CAFM conductivity image of GaAs 
quantum dots, 700 nm scan. Courtesy 
of T. Jones, U. Warwick.

Life Science and Biophysics
l   Operate safely and easily in sealed  

or open fluid volumes

l   Heat samples in liquid from ambient 
to 80°C

l   Exclusive iDrive™ option for simple  
AC mode setup and operation

l   Integrate with inverted optical 
microscopes

Additional External 
Driving Force
l   Operate in magnetic fields up  

to ±0.8 Tesla

l   Bias samples at up to ±220 V

l   Observe samples under well 
controlled mechanical strain

Force mapping showing modulus overlaid 
on topography of a fibroblast cell.  
Cell modulus varies between 20-70 kPa.

Mechanical unfolding of the modular 
protein titin. Asylum Research is the 
pioneer in AFMs for force spectroscopy.

Crack propagation in bone under strain 
on the NanoRack.™ Cracks (arrows) cross 
bone lamella (dashed lines). Courtesy of 
P.J. Thurner, U. Southampton.

MFM images of a Terfenol-D disk in-situ 
at -2000 G and after the field is removed, 
10 µm scans. Courtesy of S. Xie,  
Xiangtan U. and J. Li, U. Washington.
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Performance, versatility, reliability, and exceptional support

The Asylum Research Family of AFMs

Finding the best atomic force microscope for your work is important. There are many choices 
and not all AFMs are created equal. The right choice will make you more productive and move 
your research forward. You can count on AFMs from Asylum Research, no matter what your 
application or your budget. Discover why leading labs around the world choose Asylum Research.

EXCELLENCE

The MFP-3D AFM family
l   Widest range of options and configurations

l   Supports larger samples and scan ranges

l  Solutions for every budget

The Cypher AFM family
l   Highest resolution and lowest noise

l   Fastest, most productive imaging

l   Modular design built for future expansion

MFP-3D Origin™

Intersection of performance  
and affordability

MFP-3D Infinity™

Flagship of the family. Endless 
Applications. Unlimited Potential.

MFP-3D-BIO™

Full-capability AFM integrated  
with optical microscopy

Cypher ES

Cypher performance with full 
environmental control

Cypher S

The highest resolution fast 
scanning AFM

MFP-3D Classic

Performance and versatility 
for mid-range budgets



The technology and customer support leader in AFM

Asylum Research is a Better AFM Company

EXCELLENCE LEADERSHIP

Our story

Asylum Research is different from other companies. We were 
founded in 1999 by a group of scientists with the simple goal 
of creating the world’s best research instruments for other 
scientists. From the very start, we realized that our customers 
needed more than just great AFMs to succeed. In addition to 
the world’s best AFMs, we made it a top priority to provide 
the very best customer support, because the success of our 
customers is directly linked to our own success.

How does Asylum maintain technology leadership?
l  Continuously investing in AFM innovations (see our time line in sidebar)

l  Employing some of the best scientists and engineers in the world

l  Actively participating and contributing to the AFM research community

l  Collaborating with leading researchers around the world

What should you expect as an Asylum customer?
l  We will work with you to find the best AFM for your research

l  Your AFM will arrive fully tested and ready to go

l  An expert will teach you how to get the best results from your AFM

l  Our customer support will consistently exceed your expectations

l  Your AFM will be robust and reliable under heavy usage

l  The best gear and best support will give you a competitive edge

“Working with the Asylum Research  
support team is like having an additional 

bio-AFM specialist on our staff.”

                       – Miklós Kellermayer
                           Semmelweis University
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Asylum Research is #1  
in AFM innovation

blueDrive™ Photothermal Excitation

Contact Resonance Viscoelastic 
Mapping Mode sample actuators

AM-FM mode quantitatively maps 
both storage and loss moduli

Electrochemical strain microscopy

Routinely resolve repeated single 
point atomic defects with Cypher

NanoRack enables materials to be 
measured under mechanical strain

Band Excitation broadband SPM

Ztherm – thermal analysis with 
sub-zeptoliter sensitivity 

Cypher – first commercial AFM to 
allow use of small cantilevers

Cypher – first AFM in a decade to 
make major performance advances

High voltage, crosstalk-free 
piezoresponse force microscopy

AFM and confocal integration

Dual AC™ multifrequency AFM 
technique for resonance tracking

Variable Field Module enables 
magnetic fields, now to 0.8 Tesla

iDrive – easy imaging in liquids

Live web-based customer support

Flexured closed-loop XY scanner

Fast, low noise, all-digital controller

Standard closed-loop Z scanner

Open-source AFM software

SLD optics eliminate interference

Lowest noise LVDT sensor design
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Intersection of performance and affordability

MFP-3D Origin

The Asylum Research MFP-3D Origin marks the 
intersection of performance and affordability in 
the MFP-3D AFM family. It features the technical 
excellence, innovation, and world-class customer 
support that is the trademark of every Asylum 
AFM. Its performance, ease of use, and full 
upgrade potential make the MFP-3D Origin the 
best place to start with atomic force microscopy.

Asylum Research founders Roger Proksch, Dick Clark,  
and Jason Cleveland with the MFP-3D Origin.

The best place to start with AFM
l  The most affordable member of the MFP-3D family

l  Leading closed-loop AFM resolution and performance

l   Available with all common modes, accessories for fluid 
operation, and sample heating up to 275°C

l  Proven research productivity runs in the MFP-3D family

l  Unmatched customer support, every step of the way

l  Easily upgraded to the MFP-3D Classic for greater versatility

GET STARTED

The accuracy and ease of use of its standard high-performance closed-loop 
scanner distinguishes the MFP-3D Origin from other similarly priced AFMs. 
Here, in just a single step, we precisely zoom into a new 2 µm scan area from 
the original 20 µm scan. Images show the modulus of a three-component 
polymer blend.

High quality 
research AFM 

starting at  
<US $150k
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Endless applications. Unlimited potential.

MFP-3D Infinity

INNOVATE

The MFP-3D Infinity is the flagship of the MFP-3D 
AFM family. It combines the renowned versatility 
of its predecessor with even higher performance, 
powerful new capabilities, and a redesigned 
system architecture for future expansion. The 
MFP-3D Infinity will make your routine imaging 
tasks even easier and faster to complete while 
also supporting your most ambitious projects.

Everything that a great research AFM should be
l  Stunning high performance for a large sample AFM

l  Options and flexibility to turn your ideas into results

l  Simple to use without sacrificing capability

l  Support that our users routinely cite as best in the industry

Modulus map of a polystyrene -  
polycaprolactone polymer blend measured  
using Fast Force Mapping Mode, 4 µm scan.

Which MFP-3D is right for you? MFP-3D Infinity MFP-3D Classic MFP-3D Origin

Low XY sensor noise for high-resolution 
imaging with accurate closed loop scanning 

Best in family 

<150 pm
<500 pm <500 pm

Low Z sensor noise for accurate topography 
even for high resolution imaging

Best in family 

<35 pm
<250 pm <250 pm

High bandwidth deflection signal for greater 
versatility with modes like AM-FM

Best in family ~7 MHz,  

sampled at 80 MHz

2 MHz,  

sampled at 5 MHz 

2 MHz,  

sampled at 5 MHz

GetStarted™ - automatically determines tapping 
mode imaging parameters for simpler imaging

Best in family 

Yes - included
not available not available

Fast Force Mapping Mode available as another 
NanomechPro tool for nanomechanics

Best in family 

Yes - optional
not available not available

Optional operating modes Complete range available
All except  

Fast Force Mapping
Most common modes  
like CAFM, STM, etc.

Optional accessories Complete range available Complete range available
Many available but not  
all MFP-3D accessories

Budget High-end Mid-range Entry-level
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VALUE
Performance and versatility for mid-range budgets

MFP-3D Classic

The original MFP-3D pioneered low-noise closed 
loop AFM imaging and made possible some of 
the most exciting AFM results of the last ten years 
with its unmatched capabilities and versatility. 
Though now exceeded in performance and 
capability by the MFP-3D Infinity, the original  
is still available as the MFP-3D Classic for  
mid-range budgets. It offers an exceptional 
balance of performance, versatility and price.

Scott MacLaren with one of the two MFP-3D AFMs in his lab 
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Unleash your research dreams
l  High-end performance for mid-range budgets

l  Proven results from hundreds of happy customers

l  Easy for the beginner, unrivaled flexibility for the expert

l  Legendary product and applications support

“ The customizability of the MFP-3D 
and Asylum’s support were critical 
to the success of the experiments 
that got me tenure.”

–  Professor David Ginger,  
University of Washington

The MFP-3D is a workhorse AFM for routine 
measurements, but it also supports the most advanced 
and often unique imaging modes. Here, examples of 
high voltage piezoresponse switching spectroscopy 
microscopy (top) and contact resonance  
on a polymer blend (bottom).
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DISCOVER
Full-capability AFM integrated with optical microscopy

MFP-3D-BIO

The Asylum Research MFP-3D-BIO sets the standard 
for integrating AFM and optical microscopy for 
bioscience research. It is the only bio-AFM that 
makes no compromises to AFM imaging resolution, 
force measurement performance or application 
versatility while seamlessly integrating with a 
full range of optical techniques. This, along with 
unmatched support from Asylum experts, make  
it the best, most productive AFM to advance  
your research.

Dennis Discher, Florian Rehfeldt, and Andre Brown with  
the MFP-3D-BIO AFM at the University of Pennsylvania.

Gain new insights
l  Uncompromised AFM performance integrated with optical microscopy

l  Simple, high-resolution imaging in liquid on soft biological samples

l  Performance leadership in force spectroscopy and force mechanics

l  Unmatched versatility to satisfy the diverse needs of multiple users

l  Unrivaled support from bio-AFM experts to get the results you need

“ We chose Asylum’s MFP-3D-BIO AFM because it has the most 
powerful AFM capabilities of the inverted optical integrated 
systems. It excels in all aspects, from optical integration to 
high-resolution imaging and dimensional measurements to 
force spectroscopy and elasticity measurements of soft tissue 
matrices. Asylum’s quality and reliability allow us to focus on 
the science.”

–  Professor Dennis Discher,  
University of Pennsylvania 

Readily switch between molecular scale imaging and 
cellular level measurements with the versatility of the 
MFP-3D-BIO. Top: DNA origami, 1 µm scan. Sample 
courtesy of P. Rothemund, Caltech. Bottom: Fluorescence 
data overlaid on cell topography.
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The highest resolution fast scanning AFM

Cypher S

EXPERIENCE

The Asylum Research Cypher S is the first and  
only commercial AFM that breaks free from  
the speed and resolution limits of conventional  
AFMs. It uses small cantilevers to dramatically  
increase scan speed and resolution and a unique  
system design approach that makes it immune  
to ordinary vibrations and temperature 
fluctuations. The Cypher S makes your routine 
measurements far easier and makes your most 
challenging ones possible.

Andras Kis with the Cypher S at EPFL, Switzerland.

The first and only third-generation AFM
l  Routinely achieves higher resolution than ordinary AFMs

l  Fastest scanning with results in seconds instead of minutes

l  Every step of operation is simpler for remarkable productivity

l  Small footprint in your lab, huge potential to grow in capability

l  Support that goes above and beyond your expectations

“ Cypher is truly the first third generation AFM. The Asylum 
Research folks have looked at everything that limited AFM 
performance in the past and addressed all of them in this 
new design. Cypher has better resolution, less noise, less 
drift, is more accurate, is able to scan faster and, on top of 
that, is the easiest to use AFM I have ever seen – and I’ve 
seen pretty much all of them.”

–  Professor Bruce Parkinson,  
University of Wyoming

The extraordinary resolution of the Cypher S brings new clarity 
to interpreting nanoscale details. Above, ssDNA and dsDNA 
adsorbed on graphene are readily distinguished. Courtesy  
A. Kis, EPFL, Switzerland. Below, blueDrive photothermal drive 
actuation helps achieve remarkably stable low-amplitude AC 
mode imaging of atomic single point defects and hydration 
layer hopping on calcite. 20x40 nm zoom from 40x80 nm scan.
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Cypher performance with full environmental control

Cypher ES

CONTROL

The Asylum Research Cypher ES builds on the 
exceptional performance of the Cypher S and 
adds full environmental control features. The 
same high resolution, speed and stability are 
maintained while easily operating in controlled 
gas or liquid environments, at temperatures from 
0-250°C, and in some of the harshest chemical 
environments. The Cypher ES is the ultimate 
AFM for the most demanding experimental 
requirements.

From left, with their Cypher ES at the Australian National 
University are Associate Professor Yun Liu, Qian (Cheney) Li 
and Kenny Lau.

Environmental control made easy
l  The same extraordinary performance as the Cypher S

l  Enables gas and liquid perfusion through a sealed cell

l  Controls sample temperature over a wide 0-250°C range

l  Broadest compatibility with harsh chemicals

l  Fast, detailed help provided by expert scientists and engineers

With the Cypher ES, operating in liquids, 
at controlled temperatures, or even in 
harsh chemical environments is simple.

The Cypher ES is equipped with a special scanner that supports 
exchangeable probe holders, sample cells, and sample stages for  
maximum versatility.



Join the family! Visit www.AsylumResearch.com to learn more and contact us

Find out what it means to be part of the Asylum Research family

We take great pride in providing the very best support 
to help our customers get the results they need.

Exceptional customer support
l  Free support from our worldwide AFM experts

l  Online user forums with >3,000 members

l  Training classes to give your research a boost

Highest reliability and fastest repairs
l   Our AFMs are robust and reliable and will serve you  

for years of trouble-free use

l  If ever needed, repairs are made in days, not weeks

Best warranties in the industry
l   The industry’s highest reliability makes it possible to  

offer the industry’s longest standard warranties

Unmatched Customer Support

SUPPORT

Asylum Research scientists confer on a customer 
support call.

Every member of the Asylum Research team is dedicated to customer satisfaction and empowered to provide you with the help you need.

“ Asylum Research … proves every day how  
much they care about their customers by  
providing the best service and support in  
the industry. Truly exceptional.” 
                    – Scott MacLaren, UIUC

The foregoing brochure is copyrighted by Oxford Instruments Asylum Research, Inc.  Oxford Instruments Asylum Research, Inc. does 
not intend the brochure or any part thereof to form part of any order or contract or regarded as a representation relating to the 
products or service concerned, but it may, with acknowledgement to Oxford Instruments Asylum Research, Inc., be used, applied or 
reproduced for any purpose.  Oxford Instruments Asylum Research, Inc. reserves the right to alter, without notice the specification, 
design or conditions of supply of any product or service. 8/2015

6310 Hollister Avenue
Santa Barbara, CA 93117
Voice  +1 (805) 696-6466
Toll free  +1 (888) 472-2795
Fax  +1 (805) 696-6444

www.AsylumResearch.com
info@AsylumResearch.com
sales@AsylumResearch.com


